Hotel Casino
Booster
Rocket Fuel is a proven partner in delivering
value for hotel casino advertisers – helping
them to quickly and cost-effectively launch
successful online campaigns that drive
bookings and boost return on ad spend.

There’s an enormous amount of data available to make finding in-market hotel casino
customers much easier and less costly - the trick is having the horsepower to harness,
analyze, and act on it. Rocket Fuel’s Hotel Casino Booster maximizes campaign
performance by targeting your ideal customer based on geographic, lifestyle, and inmarket behavioral attributes.
Hotel Casino Booster
Our targeting mix delivers
the right audience:
• people in-market
for hotel casinos
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• people with an affinity
to your brand
• people with an affinity
to your competitors’ brands

Las Vegas Hotels

• people with lifestyles
that fit your brand
• people in high value
feeder and drive markets
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How well does it work?
Effective CPA Over Time
Drove eCPA down over 10x
while scaling bookings
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SELECT CAMPAIGN TACTICS From our experience running hotel casino campaigns, we’ve identified five main
tactics that work extremely well at reaching active buyers – retargeting, in-market
traveler targeting, geo-driven targeting, competitive brand conquesting, and “lookalike” targeting.
		
Boosted Retargeting: Don’t settle for “vanilla” retargeting that simply shows ads to anyone
who’s visited your site. We work smarter by focusing on your most valuable customers – those
most likely to come back and take action. We give you a much more granular view of your
users within your cookie pool and differentiate visitors based on a number of data-driven
factors – this allows us to hone in on the ones that matter based on the metrics you define.
		
In-market Targeting: We can aggregate valuable travel and research behaviors from
consumers actively “in market” across the Internet and extract data from branded sites
through access to purchase, shopping comparison or other behaviors. Sample intent behaviors
include searching for hotels by class or type, destination cities, flights, car rentals and
accommodations. When we find someone who matches a campaign’s intended audience, we
can recognize these intenders and show them the most relevant ad.
		
Geographic Targeting: If you know your feeder markets, drive markets and specific DMAs
that work best for your hotel, we can limit your campaign to the most productive markets. We
can also help you discover new markets that perform well to help broaden your reach.
		
Competitive Conquesting: Want to grab customers from your competition? Competitive
conquesting is an opportunity to grab the attention of people considering a competing brand.
		
Look-alike Targeting: Once we understand what works best, we can use the same data to
find more people and show them your ad. We call it targeting “look-alikes” – a fresh pool of
users that are in many ways exactly like the people that have visited your site and thus much
more likely to engage with your brand.

ARMING YOU WITH As part of the solution, Rocket Fuel offers analyses that identify the key drivers of a
DEEP INSIGHTS campaign’s success – content, creative, demographics, geography and more. You’ll also
get insights on consumer profile characteristics as they relate to your brand. These
insights about target audience characteristics can be used to improve future online and
offline marketing and creative development. You’ll understand what’s working and why,
and what’s not working – so you get smarter, faster.
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